I am very much interested in relationships, in foreign languages. I love to travel, near or far. Materials do inspire me, as well as colours.

Sometimes my dreams show me very concrete exciting objects, leaving overwhelming feelings on the following day, while shapes and colours have gone. When I work, I try to get into these clear feelings of my dreams.

Somehow materials and shapes find me. I found out, that the less I have a precise idea of an object, the better it gets.

‘Landscape III’, 2001, pendant (Latex, coloured, cast, swarovskistones)
Ever since I have elected the path of ‘tradition’ continuing with something that has already begun. The jewels are objects that speak for themselves and of what they had been for the ancestors. The colour of a feather makes you think of more than a bird, a canoe in a river remits in a poetic manner a journey, a moment of inspiration or a dream.

My jewellery is rooted in a tradition by using the same materials and by its meaning for the ancestors to whom I belong to: more than mere objects of adoration but objects which accompany.

At the end of the Way, neckpiece. (silver, gold)
Daniel von Weinberger’s joyful playful and colourful necklaces are a combination of super-serious art and frivolous fun fashion. The jewels are perhaps sometimes hard to understand, but he doesn’t mind a little bit of confusion. Nothing is safe from him: plastic manga dolls, pure gold or dried potato peelings, as long as he can express his feelings.

Lowbrow, highbrow, kitsch and camp, intellect and emotions, mixed by his hands until the magic shines through in his creations.

He makes something from something (bricolage, recyclage, assemblage) until it finds its place on the body where it can move and live.

Personal jewellery for the one man or woman who falls in love with it and desires it.

Red velvet ribbon, red metal lock, plastic zebras, blue grass beads, pink fox fur, plastic, pink pearls.
One can tell stories in many ways - and about anything.

I have just completed a longer process, in which all my stories were about Identity, The choices we have and the conditions under which we live - preferably in a slightly caricatured and humorous expression.

‘Disquieting Pocket Charms’ | Materials: Silver, mixed media
maker–wearer–viewer
I always create my pieces thematically – most often within the category ‘personal comments’. My previous projects have been about gender, identity and sexuality.

Death is my theme for this exhibition. I am interested in examining and determining the culture and time decisive structures of codes of our society that have a bearing on peoples’ self conception. The overall intention with the pieces I create, is to make people reflect – especially on the overall question: How do you define a piece of jewellery?

‘Memento Mori’ 2004: Silver (Photographer: Ole Akhoj)
Making the missing, the desired, the dreaded - visible. Painting with the light and shade of imagination.

Behind the painting there is white ground.

‘Ingognito II’ Adornment 2001: Plaster, paint, silver, wood
There is often no clear-cut line between reality and illusion, sometimes the invisible might turn out to be more real than the visible. The essential things cannot be altered, they can only be found out and made visible.

Kadri Mälk has embodied the surprise, confusion and hope of the traveller in her jewellery. The pieces of her jewellery are just as magical as fata morgana. The boundary between the existing and imaginary is vague and delicate.

Prof Dr Krista Kodres, art historian

‘Unexpected Angel’ brooch: Cibatool, silver, white gold, black raw diamond, aquamarine. Photographer: Tiit Rammul
At a workshop in Antwerp I noticed exceptionally luxurious and richly decorated front doors of the houses. The glass parts of the doors allowed you to peak in the homes of the people living in them. I took several rolls of films of these views but did not use them for years.

In my jewellery I connect photos with icon frames with emeralds and druses in their natural shape.

Innocence and experience are opposite conditions of the human soul. Those two perceive human existence in different ways.

Innocence is a condition that dominates trust and imagination, the universe is like a lover or comforter. In experience we preponderate doubt, questions arise of the world, the universe is hidden and people are alone. I think an artist must belong among the innocents and in the ideal case, his/her works cause the feeling of innocence also to the observer.

Gathering different things, elements, and materials in imaginary connections, my pieces are trying to create new values. And it must be well founded to wear those jewels as they are figurative, otherwise somebody will be made ridiculous.

'Scream', brooch 2004: Copper, synthetic wax, paint, Photographer: Tiit Rammul
To me jewellery is a dialogue between life, poetry and fiction. ‘Daddy is Stupid’, brooch: Silver
My style is colourful and rich, maybe also aggressive. I have been studying craft, design and art. I feel that this background gives me the freedom to do what I want. I can use difficult enamelling techniques or just work in a simple way with meanings ideas.

Most of my ideas come from childhood fairytales and my own life.

I have been doing wearable jewellery but now and maybe in the future, I am more interested in working with bigger objects. Jewellery can also be a way of thinking and style.

There is always a secret, something hidden, a word. Finding the sense of the image requires gestures. These performances, these landscapes, these installations speak to us of souvenirs, of infancy, of everyday treasures, of relationships with each other, with ourselves, of love, of the difficulty to love, to express... the memories of the moment.

‘Secret Dolls’: Silver, cotton, metal, soap.
The body of work possess a structure that is semantic. It communicates to us – one thought one perception, and is one representation of the world.

As in all languages the purpose is to construct, to edify so that Art provides experience of self and of life. It can also reveal the symptoms of society and places the artist equal to the best doctors. Art can therefore be used as a remedy for the individual and for society.

My artistic practice utilises different mediums and is driven by attitude (therapeutic cosmetic...), which places my work in a heuristic field with the power to hear.

To analyse, to produce a sense of distance, to transfigure these attitudes into form, to draw from the moments that make sense (gestures, words, silences, situations, behaviours), to harness the flow of life, to diagnose the “sufferance” of reality, such is my enduring fight.

My battlefields are science, medicine, ethics, politics, religion and the behaviour of individuals and society.

All these pieces are based on a reflection about the possible imprecision in the determination of gender.

They stem from extensive research into translucency and “distantiation” where materials are used to blur visual (or tactile) perception.

The letter “X” (for the X chromosome that men share with women), is not systematically visible, and when visible, is not clearly located, and sometimes duplicated. This is due to the fact that I am using convex glass disks. The “X” is used mostly alone, so as not to become too anecdotal.

These pieces also rely on the wearer’s decision to let the viewer see the letter(s) or not. For both necklace and pendant, the wearer has to remove the object from its normal background (skin, clothes) to let light get through and reveal the letter.

The ring shows its “X” when the wearer spreads his/her fingers. When the hand is at rest, one can only see the milky disk of sandblasted glass.

In the last piece I made (necklace), the projected letter is luminous, like a negative of the two others, in which the X appears in black.

*Pendant X*: Silver, plastic.
My work as an artist is in three disciplines – jewellery making, sculpture and painting, which frequently influence each other. Often a piece of jewellery I have made will ‘trigger’ an installation. The jewellery is always the object that reveals and explains everything, sometimes in a forced or exaggerated manner. The jewellery decodes the message, while my painting conceals it.

My work deals with the psychology of opposites: the extreme coarseness of the raw material versus refinement; the mutilating violence of the massive and vulgar versus gracefulness. Very often the precious element of the jewellery is hidden as I wrote in Scritti Non Ritti,: “Gold as a link rather than a trophy”

The book of Enoch relates how the angel Azazel taught men how to make swords, the shield and breastplate: he showed them the metals and the art of working them and of making bracelets and ornaments, the way to outline the eyes with antimony and embellish eyelids with shadow, and the most beautiful and precious stones, and all the colour dyes, and the world was transformed.

Sophie Hanagarth unceasingly explores the paradoxes of the material. Fascinated by fleeting, unpredictable movements, she has elected to form steel, the tacks, laminated metal strips tins, scalloped bottle caps, in order to create soft yet violent body adornments, undulating and uncertain. In turn, breastplate, armour, shell or cage, her jewels extend and prolong the body, supernumerary organs designated to exhibit fertility, to protect or display the quiver of desire at the very spot of the most fragile and exposed parts of the body.

In this way, she brings to light the innermost secrets of the flesh or displays what is modestly hidden from view: the uterus or genitals thus unveiled reveal a new significance which makes them both magical and religious, comforting and sublime.

Dominique Paquet.

‘Under Index’ Ring: Leather, brass (gold plated).
I draw on the everyday for the constituent parts of my jewellery. They offer both fleetingness and the possibility of permanence. Over the years, they have taken on the shape/form of that which has crossed my gastronomic and social path. It is to these flimsy reminders of life that I give a voice. By taking them out of their context, they take on a new meaning. They take on a new shape in unlikely juxtapositions, sometimes at breaking point, recalling of evoking an absent body, a dream fantasy.

Traces of life, imprinted with contradiction, oscillating between strength and weakness, attraction and repulsion, gentleness and pain, sacrifice and offering.

‘Babel III’: Silver, bone, serpentine.
Strange round
Thoughts and images
Diabolical memory
Life and death
Other reality
To question
What is it?
What does it do?
To love my life
Because I have to die

’Bones and Grass’ Pendant: Silver, bones and grass.

Monique Manoha
Full, beautifully curved lips are sticking a tongue out at me. A small face looks at me questioningly with his round eyes full of light.

Snail, mouth, porthole, tongue, flower.

My jewellery is direct and at first sight recognisable.

These pieces make conversation points; make it easy for people to talk to each other, to step over barriers and to throw away inhibitions.

These pieces are made to be worn and through being worn become ambiguous. What is that snail up to, crawling around on her dress? Why do you poke your tongue out at me?, What’s hiding in that porthole?

The stubbornness and cheekiness in the pieces gives them autonomy, and with this autonomy they make their way, as a little satellite for me, out into the big world.

*PearlSnail* 2004: Snail shell, freshwater pearls, gold.
I live in a big city in central Europe and there are lots of building sites. This brings me great pleasure - watching the excavations, deliveries of materials and construction processes on my routine travels through the city. This pleasure in structures, in the collection and selection of materials, which is bound by both my interest in beauty and the requirements of use, forms the basis of my practice. The city provides me with a network of paths and points of connection and by placing these small objects that I make on a person in this context, I contribute to an extension of that network. Practice through the processes of collecting recording, drawing, selecting, making and wearing (being worn) creates links in a play of movement and connection.

Then there is the nature stuff. I come from a land where the natural often looks artificial and I now live in an environment that has been artificially constructed for so long that it seems natural. This notion of the natural is consequently blurred, opening a playing field of exchange and interpretation. There is no doubt that my original environment is embossed deeply into my consciousness, and that this condition makes exclusive claims on the way choose my materials and develop the elements within the work. A life lived in these contrasting places makes the heterogeneous nature of the work faithful to my experience.

Against the background of changing concepts, aesthetic and emotional needs, I think it’s time for anew interpretation as far as the language of jewellery is concerned.

The jewellery/miniatures I make are reflections of situations experienced by society and individuals. Just like the individual doesn’t find himself comfortable in masses, he actually feels isolated, in the same way the masses feel lost and disorientated.

People are ‘herd animals”, move in groups, move and are moved in various directions. How are we able to resist these external manipulations that are imposed on us by advertising, socio-political situations, individual demands, etc?

My work reflects this search for space and time that forces, or allows, contemplation, clarity of thought. Crowds of people, rows and rows, stopping the flow of things, causing physical oppression, that turns into mental oppression. The figures (people) get so squashed together that they become textures, anonymous surfaces, and patterns.

*The Ship of Fools* Pendant: Silver, gold, diamond.
Plato - To the Young Astor
“You look to the stars, my star. Oh if I could be the sky to see you again with a thousand pairs of eyes”.

‘Augen’, Brooch 2004: Silver, wood, enamel

Kathleen Fink

maker-wearer-viewer
“Your oeuvre includes tiny, delicate pieces as well as big, bulky ones. How did this relationship between delicacy and bulkiness come about in your jewellery?

People expect delicacy in jewellery. They don’t expect bulk. I believe that bulkiness lies hidden in delicacy and vice versa. Bulk for me is associated with the impulse of going out of control. Those are experiences that I need and which repeatedly reoccur on various levels in my work. Very different things become visible in the surface of a bulky piece.”

Interview (extract) with Hilke Gesine Moller. ‘The jewelry of Karl Fritsch’ O Book Publisher, Amsterdam, 2001

‘Rubyring no. 418’ 2004: Silver (goldplated), rubies, epoxy.
Sugar in all its manifestations has become the central theme of both my jewellery design and my free works and installations; not necessarily as a material, but always as an object of reflection and medium for examination of the cultural traditions of confectionery, and of the sometimes absurd excesses of the modern sweets industry.

Instead of imitating the gaudy colours of the originals my porcelain works have the same pure white monochromatic appearance as the raw material of the sweets themselves. Stripping them of their colour makes them strikingly unfamiliar, emphasising their form and simultaneously shifting it into a different context - making you think and opening up new perspectives on the whole question of sweetness.

*‘Paste di Mandoria’ Brooch 2004: Cast porcelain, assembled with acryl*
The world of the sky at night is vast, powerful and full of secrets.

I started to use photographs in my jewellery. I etch them in zinc, use ferrotypes or enamel. I cut them, join them again, paint them over and combine them.

The photos are findings or snapshots, they have no artistic message of their own.

They have the same function as gemstones, gold, shells. Every piece, every picture stands on it’s own at first. In the course of time they start to attract each other, constellations appear. The things find each other.

Some pictures tell stories, though I don’t know the people and the histories. “secret stories”.

‘Secret Stories’ Brooch: Mixed media.
My jewellery needs lightness.

To me the ‘thinness’ of the metal, cast, hammered or rolled is important for my expression.

It seems like time has only stopped for a short brake disintegrating these wreck-brooches, once glamorous and stable. Former splendid, sturdy structures are now fragile fragments of civilisation. Ugly at first sight, to me they look beautiful and mysterious.

But where is the borderline between beautiful and ugly, what is desirable, what is useless?

The meaning of time as a creative continuos factor turns human artefacts into fragments. Traces of time lead us to the past and confront us with bygone life plans and hopes.

The cast brooches and pendants are small sketches about life in the city.

And there are animals in this city landscape as well: the dog in front of the house is watchful and faithful to his master or the four hares conquer the area that was once a big factory.

*‘Pigs in the Town’, Brooch 2004s: Gold, gegossen, coral. Photograph: Helga Schulze-Brinkop*
It may not be possible, after all, to crystallise every story, every emotion into jewellery. Perhaps one may intimate to the viewer everything that has happened to us or might happen to us. We can at least try.

Remembering someone who can no longer be with us... This way, perhaps we bring him/her closer. Is this the way then, to bring him or her closer?

Coral roses on artificial grass - the meeting of two worlds, two materials. A cyberpunk medium, nostalgia, romanticism and yearning. A funning story about our absurd present.

‘Grass Ring’: Silver, coral, garnet, plastic. Photograph: Pál Losonczi
From the beginning of the history of jewellery, people have worn their most precious objects, pieces of their precious collections, on their body.

What could be precious in OUR world?

A piece of NATURE...?

Rings: Silver, acrylic, leaf.
I have always used my work as a vehicle for expression. I like my work to move, both the wearer and viewer. For this collection I wanted to prove that no matter how banal, any object can be used in the conquest for expressing love.

Domestic appliances are dull rituals in our daily lives, they are what we share with our loved ones, but rarely perceived as symbols of love. However, elevate them from the counter top, re-create them in precious metals embellishing them with luscious 24ct gold hearts and what was once perceived as a tedious machine, becomes an expression of love.

This collection is a tribute to all the domestic appliances that, in time, have come to reflect and consolidate my love.


maker-wearer-viewer
Manfred Bischoff

'Bachelor'. Gold, coral.
Materials, metals in particular, with their potential to hold and transmit meaning, occupy the centre of my research. I want to load objects with the greatest amount of information. The resulting object is a probe launched towards fellow man.

Technique and the study of technological procedures are important to me, although I don’t wish to produce virtuoso studies (a risk that everybody who loves technique must reckon). I use constructive procedure as a “steering wheel” of the discipline itself.

My naturalistic approach references marine depths from which I can fuse zoological, mineral and botanical elements, whilst turning them into a unique floral creation whose shades and colours are alluring. Anemones, sea urchins, octopi, mineral rocks and corals are not only recreated through the use of river pearls, but also with glass beads – the famous Venetian seed glass beads of antique ornamental tradition.

The colour contrasts are, in fact, emphasised by the insertion of gold – often simplified to spheres or discs – which is then assembled with pearls, gems and diamonds. Clusters, wreaths and crowns, shaped by hundreds of stems “woven” with beads retain, in their lasting vibrancy, their aquatic fluidity “crossed” by light constantly changing their colours.

Title: Ring. Materials: Gold, Venetian glass beads.
Ethics is the condition of the world.
Beauty cannot change the world
Life is more important.
Art does not exist.

Creation is an act of ethics.
Art is an interpretation.
One cannot buy art.
(but you can sell it).
Art does not exist.

Jewellery is the process of making adornments
Adornments are not art.
Jewellery is art.
Art does not exist.

Text from Ethics and Aesthetics are the same. L. Wittgenstein
Felieke van der Leest

My fascination for animals started in my childhood living close to the Zoo.

I knitted and crocheted clothes, not for a doll but for my bear, while watching TV.

Now after metal school and the art academy I use plastic and rubber animals which I buy in toyshops. I cut them in pieces and/or clothe them and with some added metalwork I give them their own life.

There is still a whole miniature Zoo in my studio/house waiting to be handled in a way they can’t imagine, but I do...

‘Hare O’Harix and his 6 Carrots’, bracelet: Textile (viscose, polyester/polyamide, felt)  
18 ct gold, rubber.
“Pneuma” consists of covers, amorphous translucent cavities that result invariably from two interconnected form parts. In order to achieve this result, Peters in each case put together two stones - a masculine and a feminine - to form one body, the gender assignment of which is drawn from the crystal structure of the stones. Each of these created units was moulded twice, so duplicated once again. That is the way in which this exhibition’s twins that differ slightly from one another were engendered.

Text by Gabi Dewald from Ruudt Peters ’Pneuma’

‘Pneuma 5’, brooch: Gold, resin. Photograph: Rob Versluys
Truike Verdegaal

The jewellery designed by Truike Verdegaal is always connected to a theme. Examples of such themes are ‘Portraits’, ‘Still’ collection’, and the ‘Japan’ collection. Verdegaal selects these themes for their expressive quality and content. Characteristics of her expressive language are combinations of different styles, elements and materials.

The jewellery from the ‘Japan’ collection seems to be traditionally Japanese. Appearances are deceptive however, since the image elements are originating from combined fragments of other arts. Such as, for example, the printmaking arts, the art of flower arranging, (garden) architecture, authentic Japanese clothing and characters from the Kabuki theatre.

All influences are valuable, provided that they can be converted into forms which will complete an autonomous and narrative jewel.

Photograph: Eddo Hartmann
The graphic aspects of my work has become distinct. It is of great importance to me that the art of jewellery becomes less grave and more talkative, through the use of pictures and trivialities from everyday life.

Snobbery and vanity amuses and fascinates me, whether it is in art or in peoples minds.

*Community*, necklace/pins. Felt, silver.
“Two Rooms and a Kitchen”

In 1953 he and his mother moved to a small and clean one-bedroom apartment.

Furniture with items intended for a much larger room. This made the living room look smaller. His father and brother lived at a separate location.

In 1958 he moved to a rented room in another city.

It is a true story, except they never had William Morris wallpaper.

Most of my work is based on political themes of a personal nature, such as eating disorders, homosexuality, or racial issues.

In between these projects I feel the need to create more playful jewellery and enjoy working purely with colour and form, or with readymades such as the rings “Turn on” and “Turn off”.

‘Turn on’ - ‘Turn off’, rings. Aluminium, mixed media. Photograph: Alf Borjesson

Louise Nippierd

maker-wearer-viewer
The essence of my work is the contextual aspect.

This means the necessity to subject my own intentions to the final verification of the addressee every time. Therefore, instead of explaining what my jewellery is like, I may only suggest how I would want my jewellery to be:

> in the formal layer:
minimalist and synthesising;
devoid of unfounded aestheticism;
subject to the principle of the most clear projection
of the semantic message possible.

>> in the semantic layer:
exposing stereotypes;
reinterpreting archetypes and the primary meaning of ideas;
ambiguous, but always containing a clear lead for interpretation

>>> referring to the non-artistic reality:
contemporary (concerning universal cultural and social processes);
containing commentary with a critical slant;
interactive – engaging the addressee in the process of decoding the communiqué.

‘Euro-earrings’. Printed plastic, silver.
The basic source of my artistic inspiration are old objects still existing - despite the fact that time and historical events have been passing by. They hide in themselves a sort of timeless memory, which I try to get out from them. Sometimes I use the object like this, as materials and as a part that integrates the other elements of the piece of jewellery. Therefore my jewellery is a sort of talisman.

I am also inspired by archaeological excavations and from the other cultures, especially Jewish.

The metaphors in my work concern the confrontation between the process of passing by with the process of lasting.

‘Message from the Road’, pendant. Silver, palm fibre, wood, paper, leather.
Five iron discs are displayed in a slate site representing a jewellery box.

Each iron disc has etched on it the name of a piece of jewellery: ring, brooch, bracelet, necklace... followed by a quotation from the cards box Oblique Strategies, (1975, Brian Eno and Peter Schmidt).

- **Brooch:** Lost in a useless land. In complete darkness or in a big room quietly.
- **Ring:** The limits: turn them round slowly. A line has two sides
- **Bracelet:** Repetition is a way of changing. Put some elements in a group and take care of this group.
- **Necklace:** Fill a space. Attach some value to a virgin space; put it in an excellent frame.
- **Jewel:** Change the function of the tools. Create a quick and unexpected act. Incorporate.

(Every day as you ritually choose a piece of jewellery to wear, you can here pick up one of the discs and through reading intuitively allow yourself to metaphorically be connected to a certain thing... and virtually use it as a potential jewellery piece).

“What transformation has occurred in our dream-thoughts before the manifest dream, as we remember it on waking, shopes itself out of them?”
Sigmund Freud.

‘Objects for Dreams’ is a series of ear-objects.

This group of jewels symbolizes moments of introspection and the rise of the inner reality to the surface of one’s consciousness. The direct connection between their shapes and common headphones suggests isolation and conduce to build an imaginary world.

Inserting an object of popular use into a literary context, text that is carried by the body, is no more than converting an existing object - characters - normally used to a use directly related with what the text contains and giving it a different use. When the necklace or object is on the body it is not easily read, being that the wearer knows and the spectator will have to look to read the text.

Two years later I completed this work through the direct exposure on photographic paper and the linen purse: the immateriality of the object and a place to keep it: the objects sediment and its invisibility.

This work is part of a set of 25 brooches. At the bottom of each piece is a text, a poem created by myself. It is a story for adults, about the passion between two beings, a bear and a rabbit. It is about love in the heart and in the body, where everything starts well and nothing finishes.

Materials: Metal and paint.
My work is influenced by the forms of all the necessary little gadgets that we use and carry, that are part of our living environment. Be it digital cameras, mobile phones, minidisk and mp3 players, headphones, headsets, displays, cables, buttons... these are the modern jewels, we keep them close to ourselves, they contain our personal and secret data... I’m trying to express our intimacy to these gadgets by solitaire jewel.

My creating is strongly influenced by the sensualism of human beings, nature, erotica, architecture, arts, light and dark. My work mirrors the lines of drawing of my personal cosmos, which I’m trying to materialize.

Brooch. Materials: Silver, gold, coral, pigment. Photographer: Daniel Brogyany
"A mixture of my rational world and my oneiric world."

Sometimes I have the feeling that what I am doing is magic – that what has been brewing inside of me, perhaps for many days, suddenly materialises.

**Pendant.**

**Materials:** Mixed media.
Creation is always like an adventure one lives, which takes us faraway from the “everyday” and projects us beyond the horizons of the sure and the well known. It is not important what medium we use, be it jewellery or painting, music or writing. To create is to invent oneself to himself, to rediscover one’s own identity.

For me the act of making is like a voyage to conquer an intimate sensation of freedom and satisfy a deep desire to feel alive.

Materials: Silver, glass, coral, shell, paper, wood.
Work related to the mass culture. The object of consumption as a material, sign of an expansionist era.

Exaltation of the banal, superficial and frivolous appearance that shows one trivialized and overloaded awareness.

Dialogue with reality. New worldwide context raises a more ideological response. Stance of border, crossbreeding sense.

Existential fragment. To show concrete facts clearly to allow its public's knowledge. Local problems end the myth of the global thing.

Nice view, attractive staggering extracting their forms as much of the art tradition as of our own social commercial habits, advertising, urban display, public documents and stage scene.

‘Holidays in Bagdad’, neckpiece.
Materials: PVC, cardboard, ready mades from toys, thread, silver, optical screws and nuts.

An adventure/pursuit - the feeling of being in a permanent state of travelling, new experiences, customs and faraway lands, opening up new prospects as well as leading us back to past, lost cultures.... and a yearning for a world we have forgotten.

Materials: Nickel silver, gilding metal, copper, silver, 18ct. gold.

Judy McCaig
What is the relationship between the absence concept and jewels? Much. Jewels are small wearable objects that may evoke people or special situations. Don’t you remember grandma’s ring, absolutely out of fashion, that you still wear? There’s a story and one person behind it. The shape, the technique or the metal it is made of, does not interest us, we call it jewel for another reason.

One day I went to the school’s washroom where I was staying for an exchange program and I found a ring. The most common thing would have been to ask whom did it belong to and get it back. But I did not.

Materials: Image
"Jewellery to play with or toys to wear? Xavier Ines Monclus flirts with this ambiguity when he brings his jewelry to the limits of wearability. Inspired by everyday life and the careful appropriation of pictures and objects from the childhood world, he has created a lucid universe inhabited by strange inventions, senseless machines of Dadaist echo’s, and hybrids from animals to architecture."

Monica Gaspar (Art Historian).

Materials: Silver, gold, laminated paper.
Jewellery. The craft provides a base, it represents a starting point from where to deal with things, organise them and make a ritual out of what is occurring. Jewels are just the tool.

The big project is the attempt to understand through the making of them. Pieces appear according to my most immediate needs. Which turns the manipulated matter into a map of my reality.

Materials: 18ct. gold, permanent marker, enamel.
'Golden Dreams' is a formal proposal based on desires of love and eroticism. Whilst also being a tribute to femininity and fecundity.

They are 'organic architectures' where a plant world progressively fuses with a human world: a vain woman melts within a fecund flower and this fecund flower is also a landscape, which at the same time has a heart-shaped silhouette, and this silhouette is a jewel that serves to embellish a coquettish woman, who in turn will wear it and be seen and the viewer will contemplate her beauty and thus awaken an eroticism and who knows, maybe love her as well.

(Translated by Anne Michie).

The Ladies of the Round Table

Beings and Non-Beings of Silvia Walz

My Ladies

Where are my eyes, where my legs
-bodies like a puzzle, made from pieces,
from rags and from found things

Unknown faces, from time long ago

What has happened to her?
Is she still alive?

Time forms the body and the spirit

New women are born from old women

New possibilities from found things

Heads, legs and arms mixed together

Elevated to new nobility

The ladies of the Round Table

Goddesses or maids?

This is the question.

Materials: Silver, epoxy, ruby, photos, plastic.
To look like a piece of jewellery I make myself very small. I dress the piece with my reflection of life. Pupa is the little doll you see when you look deep into your, or anyone’s, pupil.

Pupa, my jewellery, travels to different countries and visits places and meets people who I will never be able to see. For me, every person tells a story, that my imagination and curiosity will keep in my memory. At the moment, the same face appears in different figures, trying to give life and building a story.

Materials: 18ct gold, plastic, photograph, paint.
Photographer:
All over the world the most widespread design convention today, the car design, tends to be the same in every country.

It is present everywhere and everyday and because of that, and the fact that there is very little discussion on the meaning or content of car design, it may have a huge impact - mostly unconscious - on our aesthetic understanding. Still, car design makes reference to both ‘machine aesthetics’ and to classical art, and to a lesser extent, its practical use.

My brooches are a comment on this car design convention, with the purpose of making the unconscious impact more visible, obvious and conscious.

‘Car Design 1’, brooch.
Materials: Silver, gold, titanium, mirror, precious stones.
Photographer: Stefan Kallstigen
“Mimese” is the expression for animals copying nature to hide from their hunters. The “Mimesen” also hide their origin, they are plastic, but look like they are grown.

They are not copying nature exactly, but they depict something about our view of nature. There is a fascination and also a slight feeling of ‘strangeness’, an uncanny situation of something growing from inside the body.

‘Mimesen’, series of objects to be worn mostly by men.

Materials: Gold, steel, nylon, mixed media. Photographer: Reinhard Zimmermann
My workings should enrich life. They can combine with style, the past and the present. These pieces of jewellery carry a history that everyone can interpret in their own way. They always deal with love and hope, with memory and death.

"Where did the locks remain?" necklace.
Materials: Steel, mixed media.
Photographer: Gerda Müller
My work is a serious game. A game with the materials, the technique, with the form and overall with the thoughts - the events of our daily life.

Collar. Metal foil.
Current issues and events often inspire my work. I let comic-like pictures speak for themselves.

The work I contribute for ‘Maker-Wearer-Viewer’ is very personal. It is an attempt to document the questions I ask myself when going through a crisis.

I am interested in the hidden undercurrents of subjective narratives, which, in my view, we all invest in objects. The stories I tell in my work are a mixture of historical and autobiographical material, fiction, fairy tales and critical theory. In all our experience in the world of action there is a general need for personalising what is alien to us in order to understand it, even if this understanding is ultimately recognised as an illusion. Stories, signs and symbols are thus appropriated as a process of assimilation.

For some time now I have been mainly preoccupied with devotional objects, constructions around ideas of femininity, and how these are mythologized in our culture.

I am motivated by the construct of our relationship with family, place, people, of recollection and memory, life and death. I am also interested in the dialogue that is consequently established between the maker - the originator of the artefacts statement, the wearer - the vehicle by which the work is seen, and the viewer - the audience who thereafter engages with the work.

I work exclusively with the brooch form to explore these personal narrative themes, which are sourced during numerous visits to Japan and time spent between homes in Glasgow and Paris.

The inspiration for my work stems from the mystical interaction between man and nature. I am fascinated by the ancient myths and legends that surround ‘weatherlore’ and I often use this as a starting point when designing my jewellery.

Because this information is communicated through written text or by word of mouth, as opposed to visual means, I find this an incredibly free way of sourcing design ideas, as the images are drawn from my imagination. I aim to create pieces that portray an element of fantasy which in turn bring these ancient myths into our modern world.

The places we choose to, or are forced to, call home influence our personalities, behaviour, beliefs and much more. Previously, my jewellery has related specifically to my home, dealing with a sense of place and belonging and has included references to maps and coastal images from my childhood.

My work has continued to evolve, increasingly concerning itself with the interiors of our homes, and the feelings of warmth, comfort and place that pervade through domesticity.

In my jewellery I combine silver with materials such as porcelain, felt, silk and wallpaper and use simple and widely recognisable shapes, imagery and colouring from around the house.

‘Bobby’, brooch. Silver, quartz, pearl.
The materials I use in my work are, in the main, the inspiration for my jewellery. Collecting objects from the obscure to the miniature, found and formed, is the starting point for most designs.

I am interested in the idea of using everyday materials and taking them out of context, sometimes transforming them so they are unrecognisable. Colour is important and is introduced using a variety of materials and techniques. Various objects are trapped in compartments or metal is stitched with bright threads and ribbons.

Initially ideas are roughly sketched out on paper and pieces evolve by experimenting at the bench in order to achieve spontaneity and occasionally happy accidents.

In most of my designs I aspire to evoke a feeling of nostalgia. I consciously work in a miniature scale, using a diverse range of materials in order to create attention so that the onlooker has to become more involved in the piece, hopefully sparking memory and thought as well as making them smile.

* The maniacal cult of smallness, the love of extremely miniature work is probably an aspect of some obscure mental
Paul Preston calls himself Red Mole now and uses him as a vehicle in his work. He keeps a journal, not words but drawings able to be rendered as jewellery.

Mole also indulges in fantasies like fighting monsters or riding the backs of birds. His work is littered with private jokes and symbols collected from the debris of a lifetime. The lighthouse and airplanes are the oldest of these.

He has fun with debased architectural features. He likes to cram enormous themes onto a postage stamp, but trivial ones too. His works are the children of a dreaming mind. (With apologies to Tibault via Shakespeare).

*Photographing Crows with New Digital Camera Brooch, 2004*
*Materials: Monel metal, silver, gold, rubies*
Jewellery is Life highlights the ways we use jewellery to mark occasions and events, significant or the everyday. Through jewellery, issues of value, communication, personal and collective histories are explored. The work reflects the importance of owning, giving and wearing jewellery throughout our lives.

This includes Meanings and Attachments, an ongoing event held in different countries creating a written and photographic record of people’s personal connections to the jewellery that they wear.

'Meanings and Attachments', installation. (Photographic and textual)
In general terms my work examines the talisman, deliberately ambiguous but offering to invest the wearer with symbolic power.

Design is intuitive, with ideas developing during the making process. Brightly coloured metallic foils are juxtaposed with metal denuded of its shiny quality, to produce a visual role reversal.

Recent commissions involved working with beautifully machined medical implants and instruments, whilst at the same time, exploring concepts to re-define the traditional Scottish sporran. This work directly inspired the notion of the contemporary reliquary but with the role of the container and its contents turned on its head.

‘Chromatic Congress’, reliquary container.
Welded mild steel, surgical steel, metal foil on leather.
Hand: Hands represent the power of Karma. In Palmistry they are also reflectors of what the future holds. Hands are also used to bless.

Snake: The snake represents universal force and sometimes the Creator itself. Yet at the same time this symbol of Strength, Protection and Re-birth is also associated with something seductive and potentially dangerous.

Heart: Life sustaining organ pumping around the blood of the organism every second of its lifetime. As an icon it symbolises Love, the Soul, Union and Togetherness.

A hectic life style, aggressive marketing strategies and an avalanche of consumer goods often leaves us feeling overwhelmed or dazed with very little time or energy to reflect on how this contemporary madness may effect our spirit and well being. If it is true that we define objects and they define us then it is time to reconsider our role as ‘creators’ and the purpose of the objects we create.

From now on I propose adornment as chakra thus providing an external symbol for inner energy, contemplation and self-acceptance. Hopefully this will offer one way of trying to react against this madness and help to re-discover what we were destined to be in this life: Ein Mensch.

‘Hand On My Heart’, hand held brooch, 2004
'Hand On My Heart', hand held brooch, 2004
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